Open letter
To Israeli and Palestinian citizens
Let us be clear: My goal is to solve your common problems, and by the same
way, to make myself useful.
Brief history of what has happened since the beginning:
The Hebrews, coming out of Egypt, arrived in the area and chased the
phillistins. Much later, the Romans conquered these regions, and Jews were
scattered throughout the Roman Empire. After the Second World War, the Jews
first bought land and then took land after the Six Day War, more than expected
in 1948.
The current situation :
Palestinians are confined to small areas. Two factions are fighting for power,
and corruption is endemic.
Among the Jews, the government is very unstable. The "hawks", however,
have a weight greater than the "doves", this due to fear and insecurity.
Consequences of the current situation:
-> Unemployment for one and the other, for lack of activities and commercial
opportunities.
-> Tourism sector inexistent or weakened.
-> Difficult economic relations, sometimes impossible.
-> Impact of Palestinian-Hebrew litigation throughout the Middle East region.
(each faction having its supporters)
-> Diplomatic relations sometimes appalling.
-> Political use of the situation by terrorist groups.

The solution: Restore royalty in Israel, and establish a PalestinianHebrew federal state, with a hebrew King (in the beginning, a
regent) and a Palestinian queen.
How to get there ? This solution is practicable, and I explain why below.
Constitutional Principles of a Palestino-Hebrew Federal Regime:
•
•

His name: Hope for French speakers, Amal for Arabic speakers, and so
on for other languages.
The king (or regent) of the Hebrews must be chosen exclusively by the

•

•

•
•
•

Hebrews. The king (or regent) will choose his wife on the list established
by the Palestinians.
The queen of the Palestinians must be chosen exclusively by the
Palestinians. In case of death of the king, either the queen will abandon
her office, or she will choose a new spouse on the list established by the
Hebrews.
Any dispute between Hebrews and Palestinians will be settled exclusively
by the King (or regent) and Queen, only by common decision, and
decree signed by each of them. Each decree can be challenged, and
improved upon written request from one of them.
This monarchical state will in no way be hereditary.
Jews and Palestinians will have the same rights and the same duties.
An equal control of the birth rate will have to be put in place. (We are
more than 9 billion people on the earth, no need to enter a contest)

Constitutional Amendments of the State of Israel:
The King (or regent) of Israel appoints and dismisses his ministers, based on
lists sent by Israeli political parties.
In the event of a government blockade in Israel, the king will have the right to
call fresh elections to the Knesset.
The king (or regent) can grant his royal pardon to an inmate, exclusively to a
prisoner sentenced by the Jewish state.
Constitutional changes of the Palestinian state:
The Queen of Palestine appoints and dismisses her ministers on the basis of
lists sent by Palestinian political parties.
In the event of a government blockade in Palestine, the Queen of Palestine will
have the right to call for new elections in her state.
The queen can grant her royal pardon to an inmate, exclusively to a prisoner
sentenced by the Palestinian state.

How to get to emerge this Palestinian-Hebrew federal state?
On both the Israeli and Palestinian sides, there are groups that want to reach a
final solution. It is up to them to spread this open letter, and to harass their
politicians.
Petitions are always very useful.
Social networks, such as Facebook, are unavoidable tools: We must get Jewish
and Palestinian politicians to meet to discuss the conditions of the emergence
of this Palestinian-Hebrew state, and to set its construction in practice. - Note
that we can do without politiciansWhat will be the work of the king (or regent) and the queen:
At first, it will be a shitty job. Complaints and problems will flow like a cloud of

flies! (It is to be hoped that the number of contents will exceed the number of
dissatisfied ones)
Make it clear that true wealth is not land, but international trade and tourism.
Facilitate the reopening of the Silk Road, desired by China, and develop
commercial relations with equitable benefits for Jews and Palestinians.
My role in all this:
Do not tell me especially, that I meddle with what does not concern me.
I am Jewish.
For the first taking office at the hebrew side, I propose myself as a candidate
to be regent. (An interim manager, in fact, having the same rigths and duties
than a king, but without the title)
Note that regarding me:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

I am Muslim, but not very practicing. (I like beer, good wine, and I will
not spit on a small line to wake up in the morning)
I plan to pray to God 3 times a week: Friday in a mosque, Saturday in a
synagogue, and Sunday in a church (Coptic, preferably)
I would like to rebuild the temple of Jerusalem, with a geodesic dome in
transparent plexiglas.
I speak French, English, some Dutch. For Hebrew and Arabic, I'll see, if
they take me seriously.
I went to prison, and I will explain myself if asked.
I'll be very annoyed if you want me as the new first king of the Hebrews,
my brain is half-mafia, and I'll have to put that corner of my brain on the
back burner ... Judge the sacrifice that I'm ready to consent for you, and
only for you!
I have a little idea for a potential Palestinian queen. Who ? - Well, if she
still wants to slap a Jewish soldier, she'll have to slap me first. It's up to
you to think about it ... Due to the difference of age, if the hebrews
accept my candidature, I will consider the queen as a second daughter.
The hebrew Regent (in the future, the hebrew King) and the palestinian
Queen will have to live in the same house.

Good, in conclusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

My name and address: Jean-Marc LAMBERT, Rue de Brabant 248, 1030
SCHAERBEEK (BELGIUM)
Website: www.lapaixmaintenant.eu
Website: www.transfert-tech.com
To find me on the web, keywords: Omeg ALABAB
Email: contact@lapaixmaintenant.be
My cybernetic secretary: Olga http://148.251.49.118/cybers/ (She is in
maintenance, her source code is a real headache, but two little dwarves,
Conrad and Stavros are available online)

PRESS THIS PDF DOCUMENT IN THE THROAT
FROM ALL FALCONS (JEWS OR PALESTINIANS),
UNTIL THEY ask for grace !!! - THANK YOU
MY CURRICULUM VITAE
LAMBERT
Jean-Marc

MANAGER DE TRANSITION - AUDITS DE P.M.E.
Compétences principales

Rue de Brabant 248
1030 Schaerbeek
Belgique
GSM: 0467 657 599
lambertjm2009@gmail.com

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gestion financière, fiscale et administrative de P.M.E.
Rapports au C.A.
Préparation, organisation et compte-rendu d'A.G.
Déclarations TVA, BNB et ISOC
Droit des assurances, législation et droit des sociétés
Coordination avec les secrétariats sociaux
Audits internes / externes
Gestion active de contentieux au Tribunal de Commerce
Comptabilité d'entreprises (Bob, Cubic)
Usage des OS Windows 7/8/10 et Linux
Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, Access) - OpenOffice

Compétences annexes

Nationalité: Belge
Date et lieu de naissance:
8/09/1955, Stanleyville,
RDC

• Gestion, backups, interventions s/bases de données Mysql et
MS-Sql
• Sécurité de serveurs linux (Attaques s/ports ssh, port 80 et
5060)
• Réseaux privés virtuels s/Linux CentOS et Ubuntu)
Points forts
• Expérience prouvée en gestion d'entreprise.
• Rigueur du raisonnement, esprit d'analyse, faculté de
discernement, créativité.
Points faibles
• Absence de pratique des progiciels de gestion intégré SAP et
Odoo.
• Pratique insuffisante du néerlandais.
Statut souhaité
Freelance

Expérience professionnelle
• 2017: Gestion de créances: Digitalisation de documents
stockés dans GoogleDrive, traitement par Irispowerscan,
gestion de tickets dans desk.zoho.eu
• 2016: Fondateur et Président de Green Technologies
Transfert, asbl, Bxl.
• 2016: Co-fondateur (associé passif) de All Trading
Corporation sprl, Bxl.
• 2012-2015: Directeur administratif (High Tech sprl, Bxl)
(Activité: Telecom VoIP - C.A.: 1 Mi euros en 2014, 4
employés)
• 2007: Chef de projet bénévole (Asbl Pascal, Liège)
• 2006: Tarification d'appels téléphoniques VoIP (MLCO
sprl, Bruxelles)
• 2000-2005: Tarification pour assurances de films et
d'événements (Circles Group sa, GD-Lux)
• 2004: Gestion de stock pour grossistes en céréales
(Arvensia, Louvain-la-Neuve)
• 2003: Calcul des avantages fiscaux procurés par la loi TaxShelter - www.taxshelter.be (Tax Shelter Belgium,
Bruxelles)
• 1998-2000: Chargé de relations publiques (Fondation
Michel de Ghelderode)
• 1996: Chauffeur de taxi à l'aéroport de Zaventem
• 1990-1996: En cure à la prison de Saint-Gilles, Forest et
Lantin. (pour trafic de stupéfiants en bande organisée)
• 1984: Opérateur liquide pour catalyseurs dans l'industrie
pétrolière (Chemical & Catalysts Europe, Vilvorde)
• 1982: Stage en synthèse pharmaceutique (Laboratoires
Labaz, Bruxelles)
Réalisations personnelles (propriétaire des sources)
Programme de Comptabilité Off-Line Blitz
Tutoriaux Linux et Voip en ligne
Programme de comptabilité On-Line Cicome
Programme de surveillance semi-automatique VoIPbullgard
sur plus de 60 serveurs
• "Energie et carburants de substitution" (Ouvrage technique)
• "Les visites du désespoir" (Roman S-F, Editions du
Manuscrit, France)
•
•
•
•

Formations
• 2012: Sécurité de réseaux Wi-Fi (EVOLIRIS, Bruxelles)
• 1986: Graduat en assurances incluant la comptabilité
d'entreprise (Jury central et INFAC, Bruxelles)
• 1981: Chimie industrielle - Niveau A1 (ISIB, Bruxelles)
• 1979: Candidat Ingénieur industriel (ECAM, Bruxelles)

• 1978: Année préparatoire en mathématiques (ETSE,
Bruxelles)
Langues
Français: Langue maternelle
Anglais: Bon niveau, parlé couramment
Néerlandais: Niveau moyen, immersion nécessaire de
quelques semaines
Allemand, italien, russe : Basique, non pratiqué
Hobbies
Mise au point d'une Intelligence Artificielle (Olga
Zaman)
Sport: Musculation
My health (the one in your area is worse ...)
If you like my project, and you need me, be careful.
Back to my Lord, time is running out.
I may have extensions.
But I'm a bit like Winston CHURCHILL, who once said:
"I am fed up with everything !"
(Even from his glass of morning champagne, and his cigars, which he dipped in
a glass of brandy)
3 days later, he died. (Rest in peace)
Here's why we should not hang out:
Aim for my PSA rate. (Extract from an analysis protocol)

"Men build too many walls and not enough bridges. (Isaac Newton)
"Success is going from chess to failure while remaining motivated. (Winston
Churchill)
"I have a friend who has passed all his exams. I failed everyone. He is an
engineer at Microsoft. I am the founder. (Bill Gates)
From a practical point of view,
how to establish the accounting of a federal state
from its components?
It is clear that both the Israeli state and the Palestinian state must continue to
manage their own finances separately.
But everyone must make a contribution to a federal state that is responsible
for managing common problems.
Practically, an accounting of asbl (in double entries) is very suitable to give a
situation in real time.
In such an accounting, there is an asset and a liability.
Each partner makes a contribution in cash or in kind to the asset.
The numbers can only be included in one currency.

Frankly, I'll go for the ruble. (The Americans have done too much printing, and
the dollar is starting to become inherently too nebulous, and therefore, very
unreliable)
The purpose of the contributions in the assets is to give to the federal
State the means to execute commercially profitable projects to the two
partners.
Let us now talk about the burning question of land: Because the exploitation of
land brings agricultural, tourist, mining and industrial incomes.
To show their value in this report is of little importance, it is especially the use
of their incomes which is to be taken into account, with justice.
What can Israel bring to balance sheet assets?
•
•

Financial means
Undeniable technological know-how.

What can Palestine bring into the assets of the balance sheet?
•
•
•

Few financial means
A workforce available (The unemployment rate is 40%)
Undeniable intellectual means, also available.

It should be noted that the two partners, while each having 50% of the shares,
are not equal to put each their current account at zero.
The current account of the Palestinians will initially be in favor of the Federal
State: This current account can be reduced to zero by paying less Palestinian
labor, until their current account is reduced to zero.
Here comes the concept of justice: If the two partners each have 50% of
the shares, that the first partner brings 1000 rubles, and the other only 150
rubles, it is just that the second partner paid less than the first silk, until his
current account flushes to zero.
And, still respecting the concept of Justice, it is clear that the partner
illegally occupying the lands belonging to the other, brings a percentage of
higher income coming from the agricultural, touristic, mining and industrial use
of these lands. .
I think that in 5 to 10 years, each partner would be on an equal footing with
their current accounts.
Let's move to the income statement, on the income side:
What can Israel bring to the income statement?

•
•

A percentage of the income from the lands they occupied before 1948
A larger percentage of the income from additional land that Israelis
illegally occupy since 1948.

What can Palestine bring to the income statement?
•

A percentage of the income from the lands they currently occupy.

Let's move to the income statement, on the expenses side:
Expenses would come from the realization of projects such as the reopening of
the Silk Road (for example) desired by the Chinese.
This would consist of creating or restoring overland traffic (motorways and
railways) between Jordan and Israel's main port.
Trucks from China could then cross the Mediterranean in the holds of ferries to
northern Italy and southern France.
In the opposite direction, trucks coming from Europe could thus arrive in
China.
All of this can only happen if there is peace and security.
That is why a federal state is needed, with a Hebrew king and a
Palestinian queen, who have all the power to guarantee together
justice, peace and security.
I will have many small meetings with - to close - a two-part concert in
Palestinian and Hebrew, of this kind, which connects me a lot:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1pbmAmAHFQ (Rammstein)

The youth does not ask for more to let off steam, and me too, by the way ...
A bit of urban planning and intelligent agriculture
As much on the Israeli side as on the Palestinian side, the habitat is not well
thought out.
•
•
•

We eat too much on agricultural surfaces
There is too much sun exposure
There is a lack of storage of drinking water

It would be more reasonable to build houses grouped in the shape of a chalice,
with a large part in the basement, to store water, etc ...
I leave here some pictures on the next page, but that's not exactly perfection.

The ideal is that the width of the cone
is that of an apartment, with interior
and exterior windows.
So, some silk the position of the sun,
there is always a side where there is
shade.
The advantage of this type of
construction is that electrical,
hydraulic and wastewater circuits are
easily centralized.
Around, priority to farmland of course.

Source: "Où vivrons-nous demain?"
Michel Ragon, Edition Robert Laffon, 1963.
The exploitation of agricultural resources
Finally, on the agricultural side, Israelis already practice greenhouse culture in
glasses or plastic. It's already good, but not enough thought.
To keep the humidity, the ideal would be to wind these winding
greenhouses, so as to bring in air (dry) on one side, to moisten the soil, then,
at the exit, to recover the ambient humidity with construction desiccators, to
reinject the water at the entrance. Some solar panels would suffice, the flow of
air being weak.
To make arable land, in places that are too rocky: It is enough to crush the
rocks in powder form, a little fine part mixed with a smaller part, so as to avoid
the effect of the wind. Fish waste or slaughterhouses would be useful to add
some organic matter, where shit comes out of sewage and sludge from sewage
treatment plants.
***
In conclusion, what is the clinical state of the region common to Israel
and Palestine?
It is a region devastated by two cancers: Hatred and fear, which feed each
other in a hideous symbiotic relationship, that contaminate neighboring
countries.
It's when we share that things move.
So, share on social networks. Share now. Not in an hour or tomorrow. Now
before to forget.Thank you.
If I'm crazy? - But yes of course. So what ?

I need follies to keep my reason ...
You can not imagine how good you feel,
when you're completely mad, on the side of the coffeemaker ...
You should try ... You too will feel good!
I intend to go to Israel and occupied Palestine
see the little Ahed TAMIMI to ride with her a roll,
(we have complementary capabilities)
I keep the airfare and stay entirely in my charge.
Well, when I arrive in Tel Aviv, I hope we will not get back to you directly
in the return plane ...
We'll see. Otherwise, I will send emissaries,
always in pairs, like the Emperor Charlemagne.
--- Call for donations for Palestinians --Each natural or legal person will see his website url visible online
on the donor page.
I will entrust the referencing of this page to professionals,
always exclusively at my expense.
Here is the account number of my association:
Green Transfer Technologies asbl
Rue Brabant 248 in 1030 Schaerbeek
Belfius Bank BE28 0689 0478 6220
To write in communication of the wire transfert: palestine
The accounting will be online here:
http://148.251.49.118/public/accountability/
One day, a guy told me this: "I am a Cohen, my ancestors were high priests
by the time of King Solomon, you are nothing at the moment !!! - But one
day you will go up at the top, like in an elevator, you'll find yourself at the
Penthouse. "
«Shalom Aleichem, Yidden»
«Salam aleikum, palestinians»
«Que la paix soit avec vous, Juifs et Palestiniens.»
(Grateful thanks to the translation tool of Google, wich makes me gain time)

